IMPORTANT: This document contains 100% FREE gambling systems designed specifically
for ROULETTE, and any casino game that involves even money bets such as BLACKJACK,
CRAPS & POKER. Please note although these may be among the best FREE systems
available, they do NOT beat the house edge. That means in the long term, like 99% of
systems, they will lose. Beating the house edge is a very different thing. However, these
free systems are excellent short term winners that can deliver a healthy profit. Systems
that actually beat the house and win consistently are rare, but they do exist and enable you
to earn a living by gambling. One such system is explained at www.genuinewinner.com
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR: My name is Stefano Hourmouzis. I have been developing gambling
systems of all kinds for well over 12 years. Believe me I’ve tried virtually everything
imaginable and have only found THREE legitimate ways that can realistically earn you a
living through gambling: ROULETTE, BLACKJACK and SPORTS BETTING. However roulette is
my game of choice because, despite popular belief, it is actually the most profitable casino
game there is. My site at genuinewinner.com explains two methods roulette can be beaten.
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ROULETTE – FREE System # 1
STEP 1 (Pre-Qualifying Bets):
Chart spins until 10 numbers spin without any repeats. Do not use numbers from any previous group of
10.

STEP 2 (First Bet):
On the 11th spin, bet one unit on the last 10 numbers to have spun.
IF YOU WIN, stop and go back to step 1.
IF YOU LOSE, go to step 3.

STEP 3 (Second Bet):
On the 12th spin, bet on the last 11 numbers to have spun.
IF YOU WIN, stop and go back to step 1.
IF YOU LOSE, go to step 4.

STEP 4 (Third Bet):
On the 13th spin, bet on the last 12 numbers to have spun.
IF YOU WIN, stop and go back to step 1.
IF YOU LOSE, keep charting until one of the numbers repeats since you began charting, then start with new numbers
at step 1.

ACTUAL TEST RESULTS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE
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Below are simulation results for this system. In this example, the house edge appears beaten
although with more spins, the system will lose. The system presented cost me almost $1,000, yet
it still does not enable any player to earn a living playing roulette.

Unit Value

$

2.00

WIN SIDE:
Count

Units Saved

Win Prob.

Units Win

Lose Prob.

Units Lost

11s

51

0

1

1785.00

0

459

12s

44

0

1

1540.00

0.000

880

13s

29

0

1

1015.00

0

928

124

0

Count

Win Prob.

Units Win

Lose Prob.

Units Lost

61

0

0

1

2013

Lose Side

2013

<< Loss

4340.00

2267

LOSE SIDE:

14 and over
TOTALS:
Win Side Profit

2073.00

<< Units

Win Side Profit

Bet Per Spin

Wagered

Lose Side Loss

2013

<< Units

2073.00

10

510

Overall Unit Profit

60.00

<< Units

11

484

Max Units Wagered

3355

$

6,710.00

12

348

(Safe Play)

$

660.00

Funds Needed to Play
Sessions Played

Dollar Profit
Player Edge

1342

185

$

120.00
2%
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ROULETTE – FREE System # 2
This system is a relatively safe progression betting system (increasing bets after losing). It
is very time consuming but delivers good results. However, it still does NOT beat the house
edge so over the long term, it will lose. The only way you can beat the house edge is if you
know where the ball is most likely to land – you must know where and why, and it must
relate to a real roulette wheel and ball. My main system does this as explained at
www.genuinewinner.com
This system involves even money bets such as red and black. It can also be applied to any
other game that enables even money bets.
REPEAT THIS PROCEDURE:
Bet one unit on red (or black) for 100 spins. If after the 100 spins:
1. You are up 10 or more units, stop playing and take winnings.
2. You are down 10 or more units, increase your bet by one unit and restart.
3. You are neither up nor down by 10 or more units, maintain the same bet.
100 spins is relatively short term. This system is good for winning in the short term (if
you’re a casual gambler, and not trying to earn a living with roulette) but still it does not tell
you which numbers to bet on with any kind of immediate accuracy, so the house edge is still
against you.
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ALL EVEN MONEY GAMES – FREE System # 3
An even money game is where the payout odds are 1-1. In other words, if you wager $5,
you profit $5 if you win. This particular system can be applied with any even money game.
It is pure progression although you’ll find it works quite well for a short-term strategy.

Procedures:
Bet 1 UNIT on any 1-1 odds bet. If you lose, increase your bet by 1 UNIT. If you win,
decrease your bet by 1 UNIT unless you’re already at your minimum bet (in this case your
minimum bet is 1 UNIT).
If you reach 15 or more units per bet, reset and return to the start. BUT, instead of starting
with 1 UNIT, start with 4 more units than your previous minimum bet. So if your previous
minimum bet was 1 UNIT, now it is 5 UNITS. Alternatively, you could simply restart and
revert back to 1 UNIT bets, but double your unit value. You will then continue to play until
you have made a clear profit, THEN return to the original unit value.
You should set yourself a goal of around 10 units profit, then walk. You can easily profit
more than this, but set conservative goals to avoid disappointment. But understand the
house edge is not overcome so if you play on, you are guaranteed to eventually blow your
bankroll.
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How to know if a system will lose in the long-term, without even buying it
The below article will help you determine which systems are definitely INEFFECTIVE, and which at
least have a chance of being genuine long term winners without you even needing to purchase
Almost every roulette player has purchased a roulette system from the internet only to find
it fails miserably. Unfortunately, the internet is rampant with fraudulent and clearly
ineffective gambling systems. While almost every system seller claims to offer the “only”
truly effective roulette system, almost every known roulette system fails. With virtually
every system seller claiming the same thing, how do you know if a roulette system is
ineffective or genuinely effective without risking your money? The principles explained
within this article will aid you to determine which roulette systems are almost definitely
ineffective, and which are at least “possibly” a genuine winner.
PRINCIPLE 1: You can beat the roulette wheel, but not the betting table: Einstein
himself once said, “You cannot beat a roulette table unless you steal money from it.” Read
his statement carefully. Most people assume he meant the game of roulette itself is
unbeatable, but this is not the case. He made his statement about the table, not the game
of roulette. While it’s completely true you cannot beat a “roulette table”, you certainly can
beat a “roulette wheel”, and therefore the game of roulette. Contrary to popular belief,
roulette is indeed beatable - millions can and have been won but only with methods based
on the wheel itself.
Although the betting table is a scattered representation of the wheel, they are certainly not
the same thing. For example, consider the first dozen (numbers 1-12). Each of these twelve
numbers are perfectly scattered throughout various sectors of the wheel. Similarly, other
outside bets are not a representation of specific sectors. Understand the table is
intentionally designed not to represent wheel sectors because the casinos know while you
cannot predict any “outside bet” with enough accuracy to overcome the house edge, you
can predict which sector of the wheel will spin with enough accuracy to overcome the house
edge. Although some tables permit sector-based bets, on most roulette tables, the only way
to cover a wheel sector is by placing bets on individual numbers (inside bets). It is a
mathematic and scientific certainty. Once you understand this principle, you understand
that any system based on outside bets simply cannot win over the long term. This
knowledge alone will help you eliminate approximately half of the roulette systems for sale
on the internet as a candidate for a genuine winner. You should only ever consider a
roulette system based on wheel sectors, because it’s the only way a system “can” be
effective.
PRINCIPLE 2: You can only beat real wheels, not computer generated spins: One of
the golden rules of marketing is people buy what they “want”, not what they “need”. In the
case of roulette systems, most people want a system they can apply online, so that’s what
most system sellers offer. However, rather than using real wheels and balls, almost every
online casino uses random number generators to determine winning numbers. Because
there is no real wheel, absolutely no bet can ever represent a wheel sector, and therefore
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no system can ever beat online casinos and computer generated spins – it’s absolutely
impossible. While this may not be what purchasers want to hear, it is the plain truth. The
only exception is live online roulette where a real wheel is viewed by webcam (a list of such
online casinos is shown at the right side of www.genuinewinner.com/main.htm)
PRINCIPLE 3: If a system fails with flat bets, it cannot succeed with progression
bets (changing bet size after wins/losses): If 10 reds spun in a row, the odds that
black will spin next are still less than 50%. In such a situation, would you bet on black
thinking it’s just bound to happen sooner or later? Perhaps this has happened to you, and
after losing, you increased your bet to cover losses only to eventually blow your entire
bankroll. This is one of the most common and fatal mistakes made by roulette players. It
doesn’t matter how fancy or intricate your progression bets are, whether they be increasing
or decreasing bets after a win or loss, progression bets cannot increase your chance of
winning in the long term. If you increase bets after losses, you will only either get lucky and
win big, or increase the rate at which you blow your bankroll. If you decrease bets after
losses, you just decrease the rate at which you blow your bankroll.
No matter what you bet on, unless your prediction is accurate enough, you cannot
overcome the house edge. To understand exactly what the house edge is, consider the
European wheel has 37 numbers. If you bet and win on a single number, you receive 36
units back (35 new units + 1 unit you bet with). In other words, the payout is less than
what you would be entitled to if the odds between you and the casinos were equal. This is
where the house edge comes from. It is important to understand this concept because once
you do, you realise even when you win, you still actually lose.
Genuine long term winning systems and strategies do exist, but they do not contravene the
above principles. By investigating whether or not a system contravenes the principles, you
can eliminate the clear majority of systems for sale as potential genuine winners. Among
the known effective techniques are roulette computers, visual ballistics and wheel analysis
methods – each of which are based on real wheels only, sectors of wheels, and can win over
the long term without any form of progression. However, a system that complies with the
principles does not guarantee it is effective. In fact there are a number of known ineffective
roulette computers and just plain impractical visual ballistics and wheel analysis methods.
Prospective buyers of roulette computers should be wary and insist upon personal
demonstrations before buying, rather than just rely on a seller’s claim that they can provide
personal demonstrations. Alternatively, the buyer should insist upon clearly unedited video
footage showing proof of effectiveness before buying. Some roulette computer sellers are
known to use voiceovers (predictions) in video footage to give the illusion that their
computer is effective. Despite the effectiveness of a correctly designed computer, readers
should be advised such electronic devices are illegal to apply for monetary gain in some
jurisdictions, and thus should only be used for evaluation purposes.
With regards to visual ballistics and wheel analysis methods, the buyer should still insist
upon undeniable proof. If the seller cannot provide proof of effectiveness such as a freely
downloadable and clearly unedited video footage, be wary because when something is
legitimately effective, it can easily be proven. Never rely on the word alone of a seller.
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Can the casinos really be beaten?
Some may argue if the casinos could be beaten, then they wouldn’t be in business. But the
truth is they certainly can be beaten, although there are far more losers than there are
winners. And IF the casinos find consistent winners, they can easily and legally ban them –
plain and simple. As long as this is always the case, the casinos will remain in business.
Surely you’ve heard of this happening with blackjack card counters who beat the casinos
consistently. This can still be done although most casinos have made changes that make
such strategies very difficult to apply without the aid of computers.
Electronic gadgets are illegal in a lot of casinos, but still legal in many. You may have also
heard of various electronic gadgets being used the beat roulette and win millions (news
articles on my site).
So can casinos really be beaten? Yes they certainly can. But can they be beaten without any
special skills or the use of potentially illegal computers? Absolutely! Although very rare,
genuine and long-term winning gambling systems DO exist. You never hear about them
because people that have them usually want to keep their secret. I’ve only ever purchased
two systems that actually beat the house edge, although one is impractical, and the other is
not mechanical so guesswork is required which can be quite stressful.

Which casino game is the most profitable, and why?
You don’t need to spend much time in a casino to see the amount of money that is
exchanged. In seconds, you can see thousands of dollars come and go on one table alone.
Many years ago when I first saw this, I was inspired to develop a winning gambling system.
Because I knew IF it could be achieved, I would have a virtually limitless tax-free income for
life. You’ve probably requested this information because you have the same thing in mind.
For well over a decade, I’ve developed, purchased and tested virtually every gambling
system and concept for BLACKJACK, CRAPS, ROULETTE, SLOT MACHINES, SPORTS
BETTING and more. Whether or not it’s what you want to hear, I found that the only
realistic avenues for earning a living through gambling are BLACKJACK, SPORTS BETTING
and ROULETTE.
Here’s what I found for each game/avenue:
BLACKJACK: Cards are drawn from a deck so you can count cards. This is nothing new,
although many casinos have made changes to the game that make counting more difficult.
If you know how, you can overcome them and still earn a living with blackjack. With $25
units, you can realistically earn around $800 per day. But it requires a lot of practice,
patience and skill. Alternatively, you can use card counting equipment and software. I
purchased various software packages although only one did what it promised.
CRAPS: Unless you’re doing most of the rolling, the house edge can’t be overcome. No
betting system or strategy can ever beat this game in the long term. Your only hope is to
develop a short term strategy and walk with the profits. But if you play long enough,
eventually you will lose your entire bankroll, so you can never earn a living playing craps.
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ROULETTE: This is traditionally known as the suckers game – a pure game of chance. I
initially believed this too and focused my efforts on blackjack. But I came to find roulette is
in fact beatable, and the most profitable game there is. I was first made aware of the
possibilities of beating roulette when I heard a gambler was caught using an electronic
device to predict where the ball will land. He made a lot of money in a very short period of
time, and a lot more than what could be done with any other casino game, including
blackjack. The thing to understand is roulette is not random. When you see the ball bounce
around, it looks unpredictable but you are looking at only one spin, not many. And over
many spins, patterns occur because the physical properties and features of the wheel are
fixed and do not change. It took years, but I perfected a way to predict where the ball will
land, not with perfect accuracy, but more than enough accuracy to beat the house edge.
And believe it or not, unlike with the roulette computers, you bet BEFORE the ball is spun.
SLOT MACHINES: If you play random slot machines, it is pure suicide. Your only hopes are
to apply a short term strategy and walk when you’re up, or monitor specific machines and
their respective payouts to find discrepancies as some casinos have higher payouts for
machines that are most visible. And often new machines payout more as a form of
promotion. However, what one casino or slot machine does is impossible to determine
unless you actually know a casino employee or do a lot of research that is not guaranteed to
pay off.
--SPORTS BETTING: You can place sports bets in most of the larger casinos, or even at
home on the Internet. If you’re good and know your sports, you can earn a reasonable
living with regular betting. But you have to first overcome the bookies edge against you,
then correctly predict the outcomes of sporting events more often than others. I’m not a
fanatical sports fan and found it too time consuming to research information that was
required to generate a significant income. However, I discovered a loophole whereby profits
can be 100% guaranteed for every event you bet on. To put it simply, you place bets on the
same sporting event but with different bookies. And as the bookies offer different odds, you
can be 100% assured you will walk away with a profit. It is easy to do and you can
purchase some instructional guides on the Internet, although most of the information is outdated and common knowledge. And because it’s common knowledge, the profits are not
that great. If you are to actually earn a living with sports betting, rather than earn just a
small income boost, the main thing is selecting the right bookies and knowing where and
how to bet. I plan to be offering this information some time in the future.
POKER: There are many variations of poker. It is a classic game and one of my favorites to
play. It can be beaten, but the methods are very impractical to apply and the edge is so
slight that even a losing streak could blow your bankroll.

See my main system at www.genuinewinner.com – I also have
details of covert roulette computers that predict where the ball will
land with stunning accuracy. This is absolute fact, and they can be
demonstrated to you personally. See www.roulettecomputers.com
for details of this technology.
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